
More than a year has passed since I first welcomed you in the debut issue of the Journal
of Flow Chemistry. We have come a long way since then! During this period we
achieved many of our goals, built a great collaborating network, fruitful relationships,
and came through several changes.

We have already published six issues of the Journal, the quality and reputation of the
articles is proven by the high number of citations. In order to increase the professional
level of the Journal further, we successfully reorganized the editorial board and
expanded the number of Regional Editors and International Advisory Board. Now, I
would like to take the opportunity and thank the Editor-in-Chief, Oliver Kappe, the
Associate Editors, the entire Editorial Board, the Authors, the Reviewers, the contrib-
utors and the associates of the Akadémiai Kiadó including SPI Global for their precise

and remarkable editorial work, great efforts and achievements! Let me express my special thanks to Ms. Szilvia
Gilmore, Secretary of the Society and Workflow manager of the Journal for her enthusiastic and self-sacrificing
work in a job that demands constant attention and availability.

2012 was the year of conferences for the Society, as we have not only continued but expanded the conference
organization activity with SelectBiosciences - our collaborating partner since 2011 - to new venues. Besides the two
“traditional meetings” - the 2nd International Conference of the Flow Chemistry Society in Munich, Germany and
the Flow Chemistry Congress in Boston, MA, USA -, the Society co-organized two additional flow chemistry
meetings in Asia, the Flow Chemistry Asia in Singapore and Flow Chemistry India in Mumbai, and supported the
first Micro Flow Chemistry and Biology Workshop in Amman, Jordan. Based on the professional success of these
conferences, in 2013 we will go further to a “three-continent-wide” conference series with new venues and with the
most prominent lecturers of the field. In addition, this year FROST4 (4th Conference on Frontiers in Organic
Synthesis Technology) will be held in Budapest again, organized together with Akadémiai Kiadó. The conference
targets innovative areas of organic chemistry such as in-line analytics, process integration, and self-optimization for
flow reactions with a focus on organocatalysis and nanoparticles, which topics will hopefully attract many visitors.

Upon foundation, the Flow Chemistry Society set an ambitious goal to foster the training and education of flow
chemistry. In accordance with this aim, in 2013 the Society begins a professionally challenging but very honorable
work as it has signed a contract with one of the major German education publishing houses to publish a graduate text
book on flow chemistry. The emphasis of this book is to provide an introduction into the subject and to cover the
current state of continuous flow chemistry including microreactor applications.

I hope that the new tasks and challenges make this year very exciting and fruitful for all members of the Society and
those who are interested in flow chemistry. We are looking forward to receiving valuable manuscripts and ideas
which can promote the work of the Society and popularize flow chemistry and spread novel results to an ever
broader public.

Dr. Ferenc Darvas
Chairman

Flow Chemistry Society

For more information please visit our website: www.flowchemistrysociety.com
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